NATIONALBAILROADADJUSTMENTBOARD
Award Number 20707
Docket Number TD-20629

THIRD DIVISION
Irwin M. Lieberman, Referee

(American Train Dispatchers Association
PARTIES TO DISPUTE: (
(Burlington Northern Inc.
STATEMENT OF CLAIM: Claim of the American Train Dispatchers Association
that:
CLAIM #l - DI-4(c) 6/22/72
(a) The Burlington Northern Inc. (hereinafter referred to as
"the Carrier") violated the effective Agreement between the parties,
Articles 2(b), 2(e) or 3(b) thereof in particular, when it failed and
refused to compensate the respective Claimant Train Dispatchers the difference between pro-rata and time and one-half rate of pay claimed when
required to work or perform service for the length of time on the dates
indicated below:
Claimants

Lengthof
Time

Dates

Article
Violated

D.
R.
L.
N.
c.
Ii.
T.
F.
R.

10 hours
9 hours
9 hours
lOhours
9 hours
2 hours
lhour
9 hours
9 hours

3-7-72
3-7-72
3-7-72
3-8-72
3-8-72
3-a-72
3-a-72
3-Y-72
3-Y-72

3(b)
36)
3(b)
3(b)
30)
2(b)
2(b)
30)
2(e)

R. Merchant
J. Smith
H. Treichel
C. Legato
c. Hay
J. Weer
Barrow
E. Putnam
J. Hull

(b) Because of said violations, the Carrier shall now be required to compensate the respective Claimants the difference between prorata and time and one-half rate of pay claimed for the length of time on
the dates indicated in paragraph (a) above.
CLBIM #2

- DI-4(c) g/18/72

(a) The Burlington Northern Inc. (hereinafter referred to as
"the Carrier"), violated the effective Agreement between the parties,
Articles 2(b) or 3(b) thereof in particular, when it failed and refused
to compensate the respective Claimaut Train Dispatchers the difference
between pro-rata and time and one-half rate of pay claimed when required
to work or perform semice for the length of time on the dates indicated
below:
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Claimants

Length of
Time

Dates

Article
Violated

G. J. Longbottom
G. W. Fleming
G. W. Fleming
F.O. Schuster
J. A. Bryson
R. E. Stickel
G. Frisina
G. Frisiana
H. E. Stimson
H. E. Stimson
R. L. Johnston
R. L. Johnston
H. E. Ratcliff
H. E. Ratcliff

8
4
4
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

6-8-72
6-6-72
6-7-72
6-6-72
6-6-72
6-8-72
6-6-72
6-7-72
6-6-72
6-7-72
6-6-72
6-7-72
6-8-72
6-9-72

30)
2(b)
2(b)
3(b)
3(b)
3(b)
2(b)
2(b)
2(b)
2(b)
2(b)
2(b)
2(b)
2(b)

(b) Because of said violations, the Carrier shall now be required to compensate the respective Claimants the difference between prorata and time and one-half rate of pay claimed for the length of time on
the dates indicated in paragraph (a) immediately above;
6u3x-83

- DI-4(c) LO/2172

(a) The Burlington Northern Inc. ('hereinafter referred to as
"the Carrier") violated the effective Agreement between the parties,
Articles 2(b) or 3(b) thereof in particular, when it failed and refused
to compensate the respective Claimant Train Dispatchers the difference
between pro-rata and time and one-half rate of pay claimed when required
to work or perform service for the length of time on the dates indicated
below
Claimants

Length of
Time

Dates

Article
Violated

D.
c.
R.
C.

8
8
8
8

6-19-72
6-19-72
6-20-72
6-20-72

36)
2(b)
3(b)
3Cb)

R.
c.
J.
L.

Merchant
Hay
Smith
Vandeberg

hours
hours
hours
hours

(b) Because of said violations, the Carrier shall now be
required to compensate the respective Claimants the difference between
pro-rata and time and one-half rate of pay,claimed for the length of
time on the dates indicated in paragraph (a) inmediately above.
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The Claims herein relate to payments for time spent
in attendance at classes held by Carrier for its
COMPASS program. COMPASS is the acronym for "Complete Operating Movement Processing and Service System". This new system was installed to
bring together into one uniform system, tied to a central computer, the
data on operations (car movements and locations) for the three major
components of the 1970 merger. Carrier asserts that the classes herein
involved were part of a two year training program covering some three
to four thousand employees at about 175 locations. The training included
new procedures and formats for operations.
OPINION OF BOARD:

Claimants herein were paid pro-rata payments for the time
spent in attendance at the classes; they are claiming punitive compensation (time and one-half) for either attendance on their rest days or for
attending classes either before or following their regular assignments
(the latter category seeking overtime for the excess over eight hours).
One Claim, that involving R. J. Hull was withdrawn.
Carrier takes the position that attending classes for training
purposes such as that herein is not "'work" or "service" within the language
of Articles a and 3 of the Agreement; such activity is characterized as
"other business on behalf of the Company" as specified ip Article 20.
Furthermore Carrier argues that,there has been no indication by Petitioner
of any Rules of the Agreement which have been violated, thus the Claim
must fail. The Carrier cites a number of awqrds of the Board and Public
Law Boards in support of its position, including Award No. 40 of Public
Law Board 713, which will be discussed hereinafter.
Articles 2, 3 and 20 of the Agreement provide; in pertinent part:
"ARJXCLE 2 * * *
(b) OVRRXME. Time worked in excess of eight (8) hours
on any day, exclusive of the time required to make transfer,
will be considered overtime and shall be paid for at the
rate of time and one-half on the minute basis.”
“ARl!ICLE 3 * * *
(b) SERVICE ON REST DAYS. A regularly assigned train
dispatcher required to perform service on the rest days
assigned to his position will be paid at rate of time
and one-half for service performed on either or both
of such rest days.
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"Extra train dispatchers who are reqiiired to work
as a train dispatchet in excess of five (5) consecutive
days shall be paid one and one-half times the basic
straight time rate for work on either or both the sixth
or seventh days but shall not have the right to claim
work on such sixth or seventh days."
"AKPICLE 20 COUm -- INQUEST. A train dispatcher held
from service to attend court or inquest or other business
on behalf of the Company, shall be paid, if an assigned
train dispatcher -- the daily rate of his assignment for
each day so held; and, if an extra train dispatcher -at trick train dispatchers' rate for each day so held,
except an extra train dispatcher shall be paid not less
than he would have earned if he had continued in train
dispatching service.

I

An assigned train dispatcher required by the Company to
attend court or inquest, in addition to train dispatcher
service on the same day, shall be paid eight (8) hours
at the pro rata rate of his assignment. For like service
an extra train dispatcher shall be paid on. the same basis
at the trick train dispatchers' pro rata rate, except if
working a higher rated position at the time such service
is performed, shall be compensated at the rate of the
position worked. Payments under this section shall be in
addition to any other compensation earned for other service.
Any fees accruing shall be assigned to the Company."

The Organization states that attendance at the classes was primarily for
the Carrier's benefit. It is argued that such attendance was required,
constituted "service" and hence was compensable under the penalty rules
provisions cited abov;. The Organization also denies that Rule 20 has
applicability to this situation. The Petitioner cites Award No. 7 of
the Special Board of Adjustment Established Pursuant to Appendix K which
dealt with a related dispute concerning COMPASS training on this property,
but with a different Organization. In that Award the Board found that
Carrier had utilized the services of the Claimant on an overtime basis
and should have compensated him accordingly. Other Awards are cited
which dealt with attendance at Carrier's behest and which considered such
attendance ~"'work" or "service". Petitioner also argues that Award No.
40 of Public Law Board No. 713 must be distinguished from the instant dispute in that there is no similar rule in this case comparable to that
which was controlling in Award No. 40.
Award No. 31 of Public Law Board No. 1033 on this property (with
a different Organization) quotes a series of Awards (including Awards
15630, 4250, and 14181) which hold that attending inStrUCtiOn classes is
not "wrk" or "service". Referee Sickles in Award 20323 put the issue well:
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"The Board does not mean to suggest that the issue
in dispute is so clear of resolution that reasonable
minds might not differ in determining the appropriate
application of the Agreement to the facts presented in
this dispute. Nevertheless numerous Awards rendered by
a number of Referees have consistently determined that
mandatory attendance at classes such as those in issue
in this dispute, do.not constitute 'work, time or service'
so as to require compensation under the various Agreemerits. Because of the consistent holdings of prior
Referees, we are reluctant to overturn the multitude of
Awards."
As indicated, Award No. 40 of Public Law Board No. 713 dealt
with a virtually identical Claim on this property, also involving COMPASS
training and an overttie claim. In that dispute, a special rule of the
applicable agreement provided that:
"Employees attending court, or detailed on any business
for the Company~other than relief work, shall receive
compensation at the pro rata rate...."
The Board, in Award No. 40, distinguished its dispute from that in Award
No. 7 of the Special Board of Adjustment referred to above, in that the
special rule quoted above was not before the Board in the Award No. 7
dispute. The Board in Award No. 40 stated:
"Rule 49 covers 'sound business ventures' of the Carrier.
Claimant was 'detailed on business' for the Carrier when
he was compelled to attend the then training sessions
so that he would be better 'equipped to carry new, and
presumably more efficient operations.' That being the
case he is entitled to compensation only at the pro rata
rate...."
In the instant Casey if the parties-had intended that employees attending
training classes or on other business for the Carrier be paid at the
penaltprate, they would have so provided in the Agreement. Instead,
Rule 2fYsupra seems applicable. Since there are no specific Rules in the
Agre-t relating to compulsory attendance at training classes, we must
ass- that prior Awards of the Board are controlling and that such activity is not "work" or "service". Such training is obviously of mutual
benefit to the Carrier and the employees. We find that Rule 20 is comparable to the rule cited in Award No. 40 of Public Law Board No. 713: the
reasoning in that Award was properly relied on by Carrier. This Board is
not empowered to write new rules and we do not find any current rule
support for the Claim herein.
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Under all the circumstances and for the reasons indicated
above we must conclude that the Carrier did not violate the Agreement.
FINDTXGS: The Third Division of the Adjustment Board, upon the whole
record and all the evidence, finds and holds:
That the parties waived oral hearing;
That the Carrier and the Employes involved in this dispute
are respectively Carrier and Employes within the meaning of the Railway
Labor Act, as approved June 21, 1934;
That this Division of the Adjustment Board has jurisdiction
over the dispute involved herein; and
That the Agreement was not violated.
A W A R D
T

Claims denied.

4
NATIONAL RAlLROADADJUSTMENl!BOAW
By Order of Third Division
ATPEST:
Executive Secretary
Dated at Chicago, Illinois, this 30th

day of April 1975.

Labor Member's Dissent to Award 20707, Docket TD-2&2y
Award 20707 is palpably erroneous as the decision rendered is not an
adjudication based on interpretation and/or application of the apDlicable
Agreement articles.
Award 20707 cites the pertinent parts of Articles 2, 3 and 20 of the
Agreement but later states:

1
b
L;

"In the instant case if the parties had intended that
employees attending training classes or on other
business for the Carrier be paid at the penalty rate,
they would have so provided in the Agreement. Instead,
Rule 20 supra seams applicable. Since tnere are no
specific Rules in the Agreement relating to compulsory
attendance at training classes, we must assume that
prior &srds of the Board sre controlling end that
such activity is not 'work' or 'service'. Eiuchtraining is obviously of mutual benefit to the Carrier FJI~
the employees. We find that Rule 20 is comparable to
the rule cited in Award No. 40 of' public Law Board No.
7l3: the reasoning in that Award was properly relied
on by Carrier. This Board is not empowered to write new
rules and we do not find any current rule support for
the Claim herein."

The parties did place in the Agreement provisions for'the payment of
time and one-half for overtime (defined'as time worked in excessive of eight (8)
hours on any dsy) and for service on rest days. It is ludicrous to hold that
each and every possible kind of or cause for time worked in excess of eight (8)
hours (overtime) and each end every possible kind of or cause for rest dey
service must be specifically enumerated in the respective articles for several
volumes could be fLUed if each and every detail of each task, duty, chore
and/or responsibility falling on a train dispatcher were to be set forth in
each article. A reasonable construction and/or application of these overtime
and rest day articles -tiould bc to find that any time the Company requties the
train dispatcher to spend time in excess of eight (8) hours on any wcrk day or
on rest days compensation at the time and one-half rate is payable unless there
is a specific provision creating an exception to this time and one-half cornpensation. However, Article 20 does not constitute such a specific exception to
the overtime or rest days time and one-half compensation in the claims invol.ved
inDocket TD-20629.
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Awad 20707 states "Instead, mile 20 supra seems applicable" and “We
find that Rule 20 is comparable to the rule cited in Award 1;O of Public Law
Board No. 713: . ..'I. (The word ‘%de” is used in Award 20707 but the Agreement uses the word "Article"). Rowever, Rule 49 is not comparable to Article 20
and Article 20 is not applicable as even a casual reading of these provisions
reveals.
Rule 49 invol?red in Award Ro. 40 of Public Law No. 713 is cited in part
in Award 2C707 but the complete sentence from this Award reads:
"Rmployes attending cnnrt, or detailed on any business
for the Company other than relief work, shall receive
compensation at the pro-rata rate of the Position on
which service was I<:st performed, .with a maximum
tilow3.nce of ei;:tit ho~ws daiu."
' Article 20 from the instant :@etment is quoted in Full in Award 20707.
!Fnkre are three paragraphs in this Article. ?aragraph one applies to a train
dispatchc=, ~e;;Jla,r Cm extra, i17L;' r-mm se.rvice to attend court or inquest or
other busirlzss on behalf o; the Cmpary~%g for pxment at the daily
4
rate of his assignment for an assi$nec train dispatcher ad at trick dispafcher'ti
daiu rake for the extra dispatcher *cut no.,* less than the extra dispatcher
wc;ild have earned if he had continued in train dispstcher service. ?aragrapil
two app.Lies to a trail: dispatcher, regular or extra, required to attend court.
or innqu-st (ot!!er business on i>kxLf of the Company is not inclue%? i-1 CL?i::
---;7
par-ray-ra:kj in a?Jdition
,tc:, tmi.-: ~3:;p3iL?~.r service p~ovuhnt:
for jyarxx: 0:
---,--,_~-,
e i g h t (Sj G&-s e t tile uro..l.attiJ. r?~t.e o-; his assignment fcr the assigned train
dispatch9 and c&t (3) hS;lrs 5~ trick train dispatchers' pro-rata rate for
an extra train di:;patcher x~-si: xrl-ing a higher rated position at the time
sxh service'is performed. Ann for either the regular or the extra dispatcher
paragraph two establishing the minimum payment of eight (8) hours pro-rata i'or
such addi';io:xLI. service states "PAYXMTS LXBER THIS SXTION ZXAU 1~5 IN ABBITKX
Tc, A? O'fRER COMPEX5A~ION EAR!Xll IOR U.tYIRR SERVICE." Paragraph tbzee~ has no
application in these clainls.
Therefore, it is apparev,F t!,at Article 20 is not app1icabI.e 'bcsause the
Claimants were not held from service :;o attend court or incl;lesr. on other
business on behalf of the Coi,ipi,?y uxier paragraph one nor k'ere .t:x Clai.r;jint~
required by the Conymy to z.tr,2.:A ,:~u,;~, or &quest i.n addition to i;Izin
dispatcher service on the ssme asy under paregraph two. The Ca.rrier on the
propertv made the argument that neither of the conditions in Article 20 had
been satisfied and, therefore, no compensation whatsoever was payable but
sought to extract the !'other blusiness in behalf OL1' the Company" phra.se in
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paragraph one to defend its peyment for COMPASS CIASS attendance at the
pro-rata rate rather than the time and one-half rate. If the phrase "other
business 13 behalf of the CornDeny" were to now be inserted into paragraph txo
of Article 20 and Article 20 was found to be a?plicable as Award 2070'1 holds,
then the minimum of eight (8) hours pro-rata additional. compensation would be
applicable to the overtime (i.e. service in excess of eight hours or in
addition to train dispatcher service) claims. The Carrier contended on the
property and the Ehrployes agreed in the record that Article 20 is not app1icabl.c
to the instant claims.
I-t is equsUy apparent from a reading of the Agreement provisions involved,
i.e. Rule 49 in Award No. 40 of Public Law Board 30. 713 r~?d Article 20 in
Award 20707, that they are not comparable. Rule 49 covers courc~ attendance
and/or any business for the Company other than relief work, establish-s a
maximum daily zl~owanc2 of ei&t hours, and that the pro-rata coxpensation rate
established \iil.L i,z b,csed on the position on which service was last performed.
Article 20 52 paregrzph one covers a train dispatcher hcii from service to
attend court or inquest or other business in behalf of the Conpany establ7izhicLn.g
the minimm daiiy rate of pay, end in paragraph ~.TPJ provides for addition:++
compensation for a train dispatcher who is required by~the Carrier to attend
court w -Lnquest in addition to performin g train dispatcher service :?:I thee
same day establis:hing a minimum payment of eight (8) hours pro-rata for such
additional court or 5nquest service. Rde 49 and Article 20 are nob cnLy n~ot
comparable but are dissimilar.
Award. 2C7C7 al-so states "Since there are no specific Xules in the Agreement relating to compulsory attendaxe at training classes, we mst ~~sci-im:
that prior Ax+.rds of t..)-e Board are controlling and that such activity is not
'work' cr Gse~?,ice'. Such training is obviously of mutuei benefit to the
Carrier and the employees".
The obvious fault with Award 20707 is holding that there are no specific
Rules in the Agreement relating to compulsory attendance at traininS c!.asses but
also holdPang that Article 20, which is a specific rule in the Agreement (governing when a train dispatcher is withheld from service to attend court or inquest
or other business in behalf of the Comparg in Faragraph one and ihen required
to attend court or inquest in addition to performing train dispatcher service
on the -e day in Darwraph two) applies to compuLsory attendance at 'J~?se
COMPASS CI.GSSS, which Pxard 207W s.ckntnrledg?s to be training cl&s%S. Ai!ard 7
. 'uztncnt cztablished Dursusnt to .?Dpendix "I'." -. i?urLinCt.on
of Special Board of .%CJ
Northern inc.-EXAC Agreement - considers these same COMTASS training classes.

-3-
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Award 7 ais0 faced the same contention from this same Carrier ‘vrrid stated "me
first fQcet that the 3oard addresses itself to is the Carrier's coctcztion
t.hat the -~or:ring agreement contains no provision for compensation of employees,
on any basis, who take training outside their re&arly assi@ied tours of
duty". Award 7 further stated:
"The Clairmt, under the control and dominion of the
Carrier, is rendering a service to it, albeit he is
also derivizg a benefit, in performing a prescribed
duty or task for the Carrier. The fact that the
Agreemen;; Rules in question do not specifically list
or mention training does not exclude them from being
a service, a service which is performed consecutively
with the assigned tour of duty as well as on assigned
rest days. The several contract provisions do not
p~port to describe al.1 the elements of service which
constitute 'xork.' Ilcr, however, do these conlxact
provisions specifically exclude training sessicns from
the scope of 'work."'
J
Almrd '7 sustained the claims invo?.ving these same COMPASS training classes
.2fiing that t'ne Carrier used the employe on an overtime Fild/or rest day bsxis
and the overtime and/or rest day rules included in the working or schedule
Agreement app?-I:.ed. The dispute in A?md 7 m.s on ali. fours wl~h the instsxt
dispute axd the claims in Docket TD-20629 should have been susiained on this
very CROW precedent on this property.
A-v~2-d 20707 states 'I. ..we must assume that prior Awards of the L?oard are
contrc?lin:: and that such activi3J is r?ct 'wx~' or 'scr:+ce'." It shotid be
eviden-6 that the National Railroad Adjustment Uoa?d does not or should not
b?.se its decisions on assumptions but on interpretation and/or appl~ication of
the AFgreenznts between the parties. Precedent in Awards is of value when the
cases ir the precedent Awards are directly sirnEar to the dispute being
adjudicai;ed. Award 20707, as support for its erroneous finding that CONPASS
Class attendance is not "work" or "service" , mentions Award Xo. 31 of Public
Law Board Ko. 1033 on this property which covers SPIN classes which are not
the ssme as CONPASS classes. ~3t.Ws~ classes were involved in ,;~mzd Rio. 7
of Special Board of Adjustment established under Appendis "K" as herei?before
mentioned and shotid have mar+z precedel?c,i& value than an Award ccnsider5~ng o~ther
trainilg classes. Award 20727 s-tat-s tht "A:,:J.I+ 73. of Public i,mr 4cerS. I&J. lOj3
on '&is property (with a dtiferent Organization) quotes a series of Awards
(including Awards 15630, 4250 and 14161) which hold -&at attending instruction
classes is not 'wurk' or 'service'." ~mrds ,iVz50 and 1.4181 involvxl disptes
wherein the claimant employes attended operating rules classes which are not
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similar to COMPASS classes. Award 1.5630 did not involve operating rules
classes but it was ruled there was a similar mutuality of interest and
benefit. Award 15630 ruled that the cl.ass involved ;.?as the same 3.5 c1peratir.C
rules classes, stating "Attendance at cls~sces, whcthcr for examination of
rules or MICS, involves the same issue". !?he Dissent to Award 15ii30 points
out the error in Award 15630. The other Axsrd cited in Abnrd 207C7 as support
of the ruling that this was not work or sexice was Award 20323 (Sickles).
Award 20323 also considers attendance at operating rules cl.asses and VCFJ
clearly limits the decision to such oper&ing rule classes, stating "Nevertheless numerous Awards rendered hy a n:.mhcr of Referees have crnsi i:tr~:t.ly
determined that maxdatory attendance at classes suc!i as those ii: i;.s!~ in
7-- - -so as to rfy$:iire
c<>:!,;.,pthis dispute, do not constitute 'work' or 'servicesation under the various Agreements." (Xmnyhasis sunplied) In A\:erd 20323
the Carrier had allowed comp&nsation at the prc-rata rate not';ri.th;;tending the
various A%rds mentioned in Award 20323 which found that no compensation whatsoever was psyable as rules examination class attendance was not "work" or
II service". Award 20323 ruled cnly that overtime compensation was not payable
for attendance at oDerating rules classes.
The Referee in the instant case was also iurnished a "series of Awards"
by the Rnployes, i.e. 3462 , 3966, 4790, 6846, IO&~,-10A08, ~W:fi, 2.3724,
1.7316 of the Third Division and Award 7 of Special Board of Ad;ustxnt uhdcr
Appendix "I? Rurli,n,~ton NorYncrn-BRAC A;jrecment, ~lvxeir! the dis;&e involzd
situaticns other than operatin: rules cl&sses and t'ne claims were suste.ined.
Ayards 4790, 1.0ti2, &G3, ~cS8 and 173!.6 in%-o~vec' conferences, mxtix.p
and/or training sessions simi~lar to the CGFASS trainin%, classes f4nvalvad in
Docket W-X629. Award 7 of Special ,3o<wd of kdJ;&,zc;i'; csta?.li.x!xd .u&er
Appendix "K" invoivctd these sa!!e CGX?ASS clnr,s trainin;nl; sessions 0~1 this same
pro;x?rty and the claixs for overtime and/or rest dzy service at t!ls c.vertir.e &yy:,z
were sustained.
In support of its following of what is obviously not the best "series
of Awards" Award 2WO7 states "Sxh training is oblriously of rnutudl benefit
to the Carrier and the employees". However, this sane Referee in iWzd 2.X16
on this property identified the issue, stating "... t'ne question is whether
'--ue instructions concerning the
Dispatchers have the exclusive right to ia>.,
pickjngup and setting out of cxs . . . " and then went on and denied the &aim,
Award 20707 recognizes whnt CCXPASS means and what the training classes
involved, stating:
"COMRASS is the acronym for 'C0mpiet.e Operating Movement
processing and Servj.ce System'. This new system was
i.nstslled to bring toget'ner into one UnifOW system,
tied to a central computer, the data on operations
(cm movements and locations) for the three major
components of the 1970 merger. Csrrier asserts <flat
the c].&.sses herein involved were Dart of a tk-0 jT.Zr
-5-
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"training program coverfng some three to four
thousand employees at about 175 locctions. The
trainilg included new procedures and formats for
operations."
The same Referee ruling in Award 20016 that instnxtions regarding car
movements a:ld locntions j.s not work reserved to k&in dispatchers and in
fxard 20707 t:lat CC~XASS training classes (reccqgized in Award 20707 to be
conccrneii witii car movements and Lccations) were "obviously of mutujl. benefit
tcj the Carrier and the cmploye@s", ma.ltes these t%m Awards incongrous at the
very best.
Awzzd 23707 is not an ad,judication based on interpretation and/or
aFplicetion of the a~pli.cable Agreement articles. In 3Z,dition, precedent
Avarc?s wliic'.~ clearly sunport these claims were discounted s.nd/or &xx& to
permit de!;iCL of these clzG~s based entirely on specious but erroneous reasonhga I must dissent.
Ji2zaiL
J. P. Erickson
Labor Mrber

